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St Andrew, West Kirby, is an
exceptional late work by John
Douglas which (though begun in
1889) was only completed in its
present form in 1909, two years
before the architect’s death (see
our 19 March talk).
A memorial service was held
here in October for former
Newsletter editor, John HawkeGenn (see p.9).

PROGRAMME
(The charge for each lecture event is held at £3.)
Saturday 22 January 2011 - 2.15pm ULLET ROAD UNITARIAN CHURCH
The ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING will be held beneath Gerald Moira's fine painted
decoration on the vaulted ceiling of the Unitarian Church's library. An informal talk by Edmund
Harris, the Society's recently appointed Churches Conservation Adviser, will follow. Edmund
will reflect on his work for the Moscow Architecture Preservation Society as well as on current
church cases.
Saturday 19 February - 2.15pm QUAKER MEETING HOUSE, School Lane
BUILDING THE BIG DITCH
Glen Atkinson will present his unique Victorian 'magic lantern' slides of the construction of the
Manchester Ship Canal, warts and all. Carol Hardie sets the scene in her account below. The
‘Industrial Archaeology’ theme will be continued later in the year with proposed talks on the
Liverpool Overhead Railway and the Isle of Man’s Laxey Wheel.

Saturday 5 March 2011 - 2.15pm QUAKER MEETING HOUSE, School Lane
DOUBLE BILL
"Frank Dickinson and Me"
Andrew Richardson takes us on a tour of the remarkable Little Holland House, an Arts &
Crafts gem in Carshalton Beeches near Croydon. Dickinson virtually built the whole place
himself, he and his wife spending their whole happily-married life beautifying what is not only a
lovely house but one that exudes joy and romance. Andrew was to fully appreciate the house
as his main hobby is woodwork and, as you must try something to fully appreciate it, he will
include a few of his own creations as well!
"Leighton House and Kensington"
The second half of our 'two-parter' will be a talk about the recently refurbished and reopened
Leighton House in Kensington. Tony Murphy will discuss what's there and what's been done
in the context of Lord Leighton's life and work and with a look at the considerable Victorian
interest of the surrounding area. Of course, Merseyside has interesting holdings of Leighton's
work, in both painting and sculpture, so the talk will finish with some pointers for seeing him
for yourself, whether in the Royal Borough or closer to home.
Saturday 12 March - THREE C20th LIVERPOOL CHURCHES (a C20th Society event)
Following Tony Murphy’s popular and successful tour of suburban twentieth century Liverpool
(and Bootle) churches, we shall visit by coach some more good examples of the city’s
remarkable religious heritage. Visits are planned to St Christopher’s, Norris Green (Bernard
Miller, 1930-2); St Columba’s, Anfield (Bernard Miller, 1931-2)– splendidly restored interior
with a fine reredos tapestry (originally in Miller’s Withington church, Manchester) and chapel
triptych by Mary Adshead and ceramics by Julia Carter Preston; St Matthew’s, Clubmoor (F.
X. Velarde, 1930) – access to this church hasn’t been easy to arrange so this is a good
opportunity to view Velarde’s interior. We’ll also have a look around Norris Green. There will
be a buffet lunch at St Columba’s. There are 34 places for this event.
Dep 10.30 Skelhorne Street, next to Lime Street station. Finish there by 5.15pm. Cost
(including light lunch) is £29 (£27 concessions). Please book with Aidan Turner-Bishop,
Twentieth Century Society NW Group, 61 The Boulevard, Preston, Lancs PR1 4PH. Tel:
01772-824154 email: aidantb@phonecoop.coop. Cheques are payable to ‘Twentieth Century
Society North West Group’ or just pay on the day (having booked in advance - early booking
essential).
Saturday 19 March - 2.15pm QUAKER MEETING HOUSE, School Lane
EDWARDIAN SUNSET
In recognition of the centenary of John Douglas's death, Graham Fisher will celebrate the
Cheshire architect's later work alongside that of Arts & Crafts architects in the early years of
the C20th.
Friday 25 March – 7pm at the ARTISTS' CLUB, Eberle Street
We return to this attractive venue after the success of the 50th Anniversary gathering in 2008.
Eberle Street is off Dale Street, diagonally opposite the pick-up point for Society trips. The
Club is at no.5 on the left hand side from Dale Street – a security buzzer is to be pressed for
entry. We shall gather for sherry (or soft drink) before the 3-course meal at 7.30. Homemade
soup will be followed by roast (or vegetarian alternative) and conclude with dessert (or
cheese-board) for a reasonable £22. The evening will include an informal report from Joseph
Sharples, currently based in Glasgow. Early booking would be much appreciated.
Saturday 16 April - 2pm at the MEDICAL INSTITUTION, Hope Street corner (gather at rear
entrance, through car park in Arrad Street)
Diana Goodier will co-ordinate this visit to Clark Rampling's elegant 1837 building, with its
library and lecture theatre. A talk will be followed by refreshments, concluding about 3.30pm.
Early booking (£3.50) is essential as 20 is the maximum number.
Saturday 21 May - day visit to OSWESTRY
Nick Roe writes: "Oswestry is a Shropshire market town with many fine buildings that witness
its Victorian and Edwardian prosperity. We plan to visit Oswestry School, which has a High
Victorian chapel by Edward Haycock and a house by Temple Moore; the Town Hall by
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Thomas Lockwood of Chester; impressive commercial buildings including work by the
Shrewsbury Arts & Crafts architect Frank Shayler. The medieval parish church was
comprehensively restored by G. E. Street, with some outstanding stained glass and other
fittings."
The coach will leave Dale Street/North John Street corner at 9am prompt, calling at
Hooton Station at 9.25. We will meet Nick at the fabulously Italianate Gobowen Station, just
before Oswestry. Return to Liverpool is expected to be by 6.30pm.
Cost: £18 (packed lunch suggested)
Thursday 16 June - FRANCIS DOYLE DAY
Led by Guy Snaith
This will be a full day exploring the work of Liverpool architect James Francis Doyle.
The morning will be devoted to three buildings in the City Centre, where Doyle’s career is
linked with that of Richard Norman Shaw: The White Star Line Head Office in James Street,
Parr’s Bank (now the NatWest Bank) in Castle Street and the Royal Insurance Building in
North John Street. It is hoped that access will be granted to at least two of these buildings.
After lunch at your convenience in Liverpool City Centre, we will reconvene for an afternoon
coach tour of Doyle’s suburban work including St Luke’s, Walton (the chaplaincy for Everton
Football Club) and St Barnabas, Penny Lane.
BOOKING DETAILS FOR THIS EVENT WILL BE AVAILABLE AT OUR FIRST NEW YEAR
MEETINGS.
CHESTER CIVIC TRUST at the GROSVENOR MUSEUM, CHESTER
All lectures open to non-members, suggested donation £3 (no booking).
These Wednesday lectures begin at 7.30pm
19 January: Elizabeth Davey, REDISCOVERING BIRKENHEAD
16 February: Peter de Figueiredo, POST-WAR PLANNING AND CONSERVATION IN
CHESTER
16 March: Graham Fisher, EDWARDIAN SUNSET
20 April: David Watkin, VISIONS OF ROME - PIRANESI AND THE FORUM

THE BUILDING OF THE ‘BIG DITCH’ – THE STORY
OF THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
Self-preservation prompted the building of the Manchester Ship Canal. An economic lifeline to a city in decline, this
extraordinary and audacious engineering project - to turn an inland city into a major port - was planned to transform
the fortunes of the region. There were several reasons for the downturn in Manchester’s trade and manufacturing
revenues. With four-fifths of her overseas cargos passing
through Liverpool, that city was exploiting this
dependence to the full, with the Liverpool Dock Trust - in
debt to the tune of £6 million in 1851, and keen to recoup
this money - imposing ever increasing dues.
(Companies sometimes found it cheaper to use the port
at Hull). Keen to maintain their monopoly, Liverpool had
also bought land in Wallasey pool to prevent competitive
docks on the Wirral side of the Mersey and Liverpool
dock excavations were even dumped in the river with the
intention of damaging the Birkenhead side. The railway
companies, too, were taking their share, levying crippling
charges on the Liverpool to Manchester route. Liberation
from this stranglehold was essential if Manchester was to
thrive.
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The idea to build a deep water passage from Manchester to the sea was not new. Since the early 18th century
there had been navigation between Liverpool and Manchester along the Mersey and Irwell Navigation, but it had
poor, badly constructed locks, and was unpredictable: affected by winds, drought and flood, exiting to a tidal
estuary. The channel was also badly silted with mud and sand and could not carry large freight ships. (Boats
called Mersey Flats were used, so called because of the shallow draught they required.) As the grip of Liverpool
and the railways tightened and living standards in Manchester fell, the idea - daunting but inspiring - began to gain
traction once more.
It fell to Daniel Adamson, a Manchester engineer, boiler manufacturer and mill builder, to seize the initiative. On
the 27th June 1882 he convened a meeting of local civic dignitaries and businessmen at his home, The Towers, in
Didsbury, and the Ship Canal Committee was formed. Though support for the project was strong in the region,
there followed a long struggle to secure the necessary sanction of a Parliamentary bill. A fundraiser for the first bill
to parliament was Sir Bosdin Leech. As mayor of Manchester, he accepted a directorship of the Manchester Ship
Canal Company and managed to get financial support from the Manchester Corporation. Vehemently opposed by
both an affronted Liverpool and the Railway companies, the proposal was twice rejected before finally being
passed in 1885. Returning from London victorious, Adamson was met at Stockport station with a brass band and a
cheering crowd, with banners proclaiming, ‘Well deserved success’. There were pealing church bells, cannons
fired in Eccles, victory celebrations in Oldham and Widnes. 150,000 people gathered at Belle Vue for a victory
demonstration. Elsewhere there was an ox-roast for the poor, a trades procession and a Manchester Corporation
banquet.
At Didsbury Hotel Adamson thanked the assembled crowd – they had won the greatest battle of its kind ever
fought. His statements gave his opponents food for thought, too, as he predicted that ‘after 5 years £10 shares will
become £20, in less than 10 years, £30. ’ ‘We will save £1m in trade’, he said. The Manchester papers covered the
success but in Liverpool the press coverage was harsh. A correspondent to the Liverpool Daily Post wrote
‘Manchester proposed to throw £10m into a big ditch. Let Liverpool put half as much into cotton mills in Wallasey
and long before the big ditch is dug, most of the need for it will have disappeared.’ The nickname, ‘The Big Ditch’
stuck.
With Parliament having set a two-year deadline to raise the £5 million initial construction costs (equivalent to over
£300 million today), fundraising began in earnest. Adamson resigned when he realised he couldn’t secure the
money, and it was his replacement as chairman of the Manchester Ship Canal Company, and a trustee of the
Bridgewater Canal, Lord Egerton, Earl of Tatton, who hit the target, just in time, with support from the Manchester
Corporation and the Corporations of Salford and Oldham, and having made a substantial contribution himself. The
act had also stipulated that as the canal would use much of the route of the Mersey and Irwell Navigation, the
promoters needed to buy it. Sold in 1872 to the Bridgewater Canal Company for £1,112, by 1882 use of the
Mersey and Irwell had dropped due to the silt and filth, but the Company now made great improvements. They
persuaded Edward Leader Williams to move from working on the Weaver to become General Manager and
Engineer. He deepened the channel, built up the side walls against erosion and built tilting weirs to reduce silting.
(These are used for wide but shallow openings. The gate is hinged at the bottom, and is raised and lowered by
means of a centrally mounted spindle. As friction is very low, operating effort for tilting weirs is minimal.) The value
increased dramatically and in 1885 the Manchester Ship Canal Co. had to pay £1,710,000 for it, then the largest
cheque ever written.
Work finally began on the 11th November 1887 with Egerton cutting the first sod, in Eastham. The project
contractor was Thomas Walker, an already lauded civil engineer who had worked on the Severn Tunnel for the
Great Western Railway Company, and also on the London Underground. His estimate was that work would take
four and a half years and cost £5 million pounds. Cutting the 36 miles of canal was a huge undertaking which was
to require constant innovation and ingenuity, along with a heroic determination in the face of many unforeseeable
challenges. The first order of business was for the company to build its own railway system. Tracks were laid on
the bottom, sides and tops of the banks, running the whole length of the canal to transport men and materials
during construction and also to disperse the tons of excavated rock. This later became the largest private railway
in the country, with 228 miles of temporary track, 180 steam locomotives and 6,000 wagons. Some traces of this
can still be seen. To save transporting the 70 million bricks required in construction over a long distance, the
company then set up its own 'brick farm' at Thelwall.
With construction underway, two newspapers were produced to document it. The Ship Canal News covered the
construction and ran from early 1888 to mid 1894 and The Ship Canal Gazette covered the struggles and
parliamentary debate. This only ran from late 1882 to mid 1883 but had a larger circulation and contained fuller
coverage of speeches and meetings than the local press. It also carried a series of instructive articles on ‘The
commercial prospects of the Manchester Ship Canal.’ The project also captured the imagination of cartoonists. In
Titbits ‘The port of Manchester in 1950’ shows Manchester as a sea-side resort with bathing huts and donkey rides,
while another picture shows Liverpool hung with ‘To Let’ signs as the populace form a procession to Manchester.
This idea was ridiculed with the bill still in limbo: back in 1883 the Liverpool pantomime writer Mr. McArdle had
added references in his production of Cinderella at the city’s Rotunda theatre: it said that Old Liverpool would
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become a howling wilderness and ‘folke in Manchester dream that cotton ships/ right up our Mersey can take
regular trips’.
Chief designer and lead engineer Leader Williams believed in using machines wherever possible and took every
opportunity to mechanise. Over the course of construction, 10,000 tons of coal were used to fuel his various
steam-powered machines. These included eight hydraulic installations, each with duplicate steam engines and
boilers (used to work the lifts, capstans, lock gates, culvert sluices, coal tips, swing bridges and the Barton swing
aqueduct) as well as eight “steam-navvies“ (steam-powered mechanical diggers) from Rushton and Proctor of
Lincoln and Wilson’s of Liverpool. Then there were also 316 steam engines, 212 pumps and 124 steam cranes
which were used to remove masts and tall funnels and in gate repairs.
French and German land dredgers did a lot of the work, accompanied by French and German workmen. (The
German machines were said to be more stable, while the French ones were liable to topple over.) A funicular rail
lifted loaded carts and tipped their contents - excavated rock, soil and sand - into wagons at the top of the bank.
But the machines needed operators, and there was still plenty of work which required nothing more sophisticated
than the spade and the wheelbarrow. At its peak the workforce numbered 16,000: a navvy army, along with
carpenters, stonemasons and other skilled craftsmen. As all these workers and their families needed
accommodation, hut villages called ‘tin towns’ grew up all along the canal’s route: at Acton Grange, Stanlow Point,
Runcorn and Marshville. Often the wife of one family would take in several single men and provide meals. (The
men earned from £1 to 25s per week and board and lodgings in one of these establishments was 13s per week.)
There was even a ‘floating hotel’ (a photograph shows this to be little more than a shed on a barge) providing beds,
tea, coffee and cocoa. Some ‘huts’ at Marshville, a settlement on Frodsham Marshes near the junction with the
Weaver, had two storeys but most were more basic than that. Marshville also boasted a mission hall and a 200seater coffee house, both built to discourage drunkenness, a common cause of accidents.
The work was often dangerous and there were 130 fatalities and 3,000 major accidents during what became six
years of building. Liverpool orthopaedic surgeon, Sir Robert Jones, set up First Aid posts and three hospitals along
the canal, one at Latchford. Those injured were redeployed by the Company in less physical roles, for example as
watchmen. Poignantly, these maimed men were known as 'Walker's Fragments'. As well as injuries, there were
outbreaks of smallpox and diphtheria. The challenges were manifold, causing delays and rising costs. Violent
floods in the winter of 1890 meant that 23 miles of channel had to be pumped out, leaving equipment ruined and
months of work lost. In June 1891 the passage allowing access to Ellesmere Port embankment had to be closed,
the section filled with water and the dam separating the Eastham section dredged away. Disaster was narrowly
averted by the ingenuity, fast thinking and numbers of men involved over several days fighting against the
overwhelming destruction wrought by the tides. When the Bridgewater Canal froze over the following winter the
Company saw its one source of income frozen too and the project was in real peril until Manchester City Council
stepped in with a new loan.
There were also engineering challenges, requiring innovation and ingenuity from Leader Williams and his team. He
designed the Barton swing aqueduct - the first and only of its kind in the world - to carry the Bridgewater Canal over
the Ship Canal, replacing James Brindley’s aqueduct. This was necessary because to have lowered the
Bridgewater Canal by means of a lock would have meant losing a great volume of water and caused unacceptable
delays to shipping. Worked hydraulically, the aqueduct had a large steel trough, 19' wide and 6' deep and weighed
(with water) 1600 tons. When a ship needed to pass, gates at either end of the trough were closed and it turned
about a central pier with two spans, each 90' in length. Railways crossed the canal by means of what were called
‘deviations’. The original crossings were low level as only ‘Mersey Flats’ went under them, and Acts of Parliament
had stated that any replacements would have to be swing bridges, but the high volume of traffic on the railways in
the 1890s rendered this solution unviable. Instead, high level bridges would have to be provided: at least 75 ft
high. With the maximum allowable incline for a railway 1 in 135, the approach embankments - built from excavated
material - had to be very long, often stretching to two miles. The bridges were constructed by Sir William Arrol &
Co, and all on a skew across the canal.
Despite rigorous safety tests, such as parking several locomotives on the bridges, the railway companies initially
refused to carry passengers over the new bridges, only freight. This tactic meant that existing bridges remained in
use, making sections of the canal unusable by taller craft. (The dispute was eventually settled and all companies
carried passengers over the new bridges by mid-1893.) The Manchester Ship Canal Company also paid for the
Liverpool & North West Railways to make Runcorn bridge high enough for vessels. Here the canal is at its
narrowest because the railway company, not unreasonably, would not agree to the channel being deepened
around the bridge supports. The material used here was sandstone excavated during the building of the canal.
There were originally nine road crossings, all swing bridges using hydraulic power and turning a ring of cast iron
rollers.
For low level land drainage, cast iron siphon pipes were placed under the canal. The largest are at Stanlow Point
to allow the River Gowy to pass under it. There were 5 siphons each 12' in diameter and 400' long laid on concrete
4' below the canal. From Latchford to Manchester there is a deep cutting. Following the route of the Mersey and
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Irwell involved too many bends so a straight line route was used but this meant many crossings of those rivers by
the new canal. Dams were constructed at each end of the new sections that were removed as each was finished
and the Mersey and Irwell then flowed along the new channel.
Sluices were needed to cope with the rivers in flood so opposite the river Weaver are ten ‘Stoney roller’ sluices:
one of their earliest installations. Ransomes & Rapier of Ipswich were the original patentees and manufacturers.
The advantage being that opening effort of a gate on roller bearings is 1/180th of a sliding gate and is more
accurately controllable. These allow the water flowing into the canal from the Weaver to pass out into the Mersey,
enabling this section - the longest between locks - to remain at constant level. This is vital for ships loading and
unloading sometimes hazardous cargoes. There are also sluices at Randles Creek to allow water to flow into the
Mersey on an ebb tide.
A 60' 6" drop from Latchford to Manchester required four huge locks: at Latchford, Irlam, Barton and Mode Wheel,
with intermediate gates to allow small ships to pass with least waste of water. At high tide, lock gates were opened
and water flowed in at Eastham as far as Latchford. Towards Latchford the cutting passed through sandstone with
veins of sand that eroded and required the insertion of brickwork as a remedy, another costly challenge.
At Runcorn there is a concrete sea wall instead of an embankment. The embankments were stabilised during
construction by rows of stakes woven with bunches of willow sticks called fascines. The embankments found
between the canal and the river are again built from the spoil dug out. The one near Ellesmere Port is called Mount
Manisty after the contractor's agent, Edward Manisty, who was well liked by navvies because of the entertainments
he and his wife provided for the workers in their home.
Prime Minister William Gladstone acknowledged the ingenuity and determination of the Canal Company when
receiving the Freedom of Liverpool on 3rd December 1892. He praised the spirit of enterprise, and the heroism of
those involved in overcoming such great difficulties. He even said there was something grand in the rivalry
between Liverpool and Manchester: "Liverpool men (myself included) can’t help but admire the canal but some say
Liverpool may lose its position as second commercial city of England. No! There may be a reduction in charges
and railway rates and dock dues should the Manchester Ship Canal become an efficient channel of commerce but
it will be an enormous gain for Liverpool and will draw to the Mersey more commerce and Liverpool will have the
best of it for generations."
With the canal finally navigable in late 1893, the total cost of the canal had nearly tripled from Walker’s estimate,
coming to £15,248,437. They were ready to start making this money back. On 7th December 1893 the first fulllength trip down the canal was made by the Directors of the Ship Canal Company on a Mersey ferry called the
Snowdrop. The ‘business’ opening followed on Monday 1st January 1894, when a procession of chartered boats,
business and pleasure boats and coastal steamers sailed the 36-mile length, from Eastham Locks to Salford with
much rejoicing and merry making along the way. The first boat was the Norseman, belonging to Mr. Sam Platt,
Chairman of the Company at the time. Mindful of the tragic death of Huskisson and expecting large crowds of
onlookers, life saving appliances were provided all along the route. To everyone’s relief, the Barton swing
aqueduct worked perfectly.
The Port of Manchester now had five miles of dock frontage, many multi-storey warehouses and large grain silos
and was connected to many railway companies and other canals. The wharves handled coal, potteries and salt
and had abattoirs, lairages, oil tanks, grain docks and meat cold storage. Yet despite these facilities the use of the
port was slow to take off and get outward cargo. A reluctance to try something new was one factor. Also there
were staffing problems, with labour brought in from elsewhere now causing disputes with the local workforce.
Things got so desperate there was even dark talk of postponing the Queen’s visit, even with preparations well
underway.
The visit was not postponed. On 21st May 1894, Queen Victoria came to Manchester to formally open the canal
(having travelled from Windsor on a train which also carried Mr. T. Ismay of the White Star Line.) In front of the
world‘s press, she boarded the Royal Yacht Enchantress to cross Salford Docks where, after some words of
explanation from Leader Williams, still seated on the stern of her yacht, she pressed a button with electrical
communication to the Mode Wheel Locks: the massive gates opened hydraulically, the Norseman steamed out and
she declared the Manchester Ship Canal officially open. At Salford she knighted the mayors of Manchester and
Salford. (Today there is a plaque set in to the quayside to commemorate the occasion.) Later she would also
knight Leader Williams. (Sadly, neither Walker nor Adamson had lived to see their vision come to fruition. Thomas
Walker had died of Bright’s Disease on 25th November 1889 at the age of 62, while Adamson had died in January
1890 aged 71.)
Manchester had spent £10,000 on decorations and Salford £2,000 on a reception. A banquet followed where the
Lord Mayor of Liverpool graciously praised Manchester’s civic patriotism saying Liverpool had no mean jealousy of
Manchester. The Liverpool Daily Post even softened its view, now grudgingly casting the Manchester Ship Canal
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as a necessary evil: ‘The majority of steamers taking cargo to Manchester will pick up the bulk of their return cargo
at Liverpool. Manchester’s gain would not be Liverpool’s loss.’
After this, the growth in trade was rapid, revitalising the area as it acted as a spur to development and business.
The establishment of the Manchester Liners Company in May 1898 was a great boon to the port. Based there and
designed to make maximum use of Manchester warehouses and rail links, their ships were built to suit the
dimensions of the canal, with their telescopic masts allowing them to pass under the bridges along the way.
Providing a fortnightly transatlantic service to North America, via the canal, its first purpose-built ship, Manchester
City, was launched on 27th October 1898. The success of its inaugural trip to Halifax, Nova Scotia encouraged
Manchester Liners to order seven more ships of the same design. (The company was to continue to operate
vessels registered in Manchester for over 80 years, until 1985.)
Trafford Park, the first purpose built industrial estate in England also helped the port’s cause, as many industries
located or relocated there in order to use the canal. The Port of Manchester was in the top five most important
ports in the UK until as late as 1964. After that it fell gradually out of use. The increasing size of ocean going
vessels meant most could not enter the canal, and the decline of UK-based manufacturing industry also took its toll.
There have been many changes and additions since the opening: widenings, deepenings and extra crossings. The
Queen Elizabeth II dock opened on 19th January 1954 at Eastham. Built to handle liquid cargo, primarily oil, at the
entrance to the canal it has a separate wide entrance lock directly into the Mersey.
Since 2008, the canal has been owned and
operated by Peel Ports, who also own the Port of
Liverpool. They service berths and terminals for
the full length of the canal - effectively a 36 mile
linear port now - with activity at Ellesmere Port,
Runcorn Docks, Irlam Container Terminal, and
Salford Trafford Park. Companies move coal,
chemicals, oils and grain for many household
names. In February 2009 Peel Holdings obtained
planning permission to open a Ship Canal museum
on Barton Dock Road, on the site of what is
currently an Argos depot.
So, nearly 130 years since Adamson convened the
meeting in Manchester, the Canal is now thriving
and with a seemingly secure future.
Carol Hardie

ROUNDABOUT
Tony Murphy reflects on his adventurous Ashton trip last September - he promises further
explorations next autumn with a focus on Oldham:Once again we were blessed with exceptional weather for our autumn excursion, which brought many
surprises and was an exceptionally rewarding journey of discovery. The way to Ashton took us
through Manchester and allowed a brief glimpse of the Moravian Settlement at Fairfield as well as a
glance at Edgar Wood's houses adjacent to it; in Ashton itself a very full programme took us to St
Michael's, the parish church, with its remarkable interior, Victorian three-decker pulpit and astonishing
fifteenth-century glass; to Albion Church, the 'Cathedral of Non-Conformity', with fine Burne-Jones
windows and a most unusual porcelain reredos; finally, a town walk allowed us to see something of
both eighteenth and nineteenth century urban planning (and experience some very definitely
disastrous twentieth century 'non-planning') and to enjoy Ashton's classical market place and its very
vibrant life.
The afternoon began with a visit to Dukinfield Old Chapel, a remarkable building in its own right and
the progenitor, perhaps, of ecclesiastical developments in the valley below. We went on via
Stalybridge, with a look at Medland Taylor's Gallery (and the urban impact of the reopened
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Huddersfield Narrow Canal: narrow boats in the town centre! Do they think it's Belgium?) before
moving on to Uppermill, just a bit too late (this time…) to have a look at George Shaw's house (near
the Library) and the well-known Saddleworth Museum. Then, in every sense, a highlight: our driver
took us up to Standedge itself, so that all could enjoy the panorama of the Tame Valley and establish
a context for all we had experienced, before we drove back to Liverpool via Oldham to end a very full
and enjoyable day.
Tameside took people by surprise, for its variety, interest and quality. Not so surprising but much
appreciated was the very warm welcome and hospitality we received at all three churches visited:
people could not have been more helpful, before and during our visit, nor more kind. If you weren't
able to go, take a trip or join next autumn's intended visit to Oldham and beyond, which will touch on
the Tame Valley once again and, who knows? there may even be some good news about Ashton's
remarkable Baths… once Metrolink makes them an accessible 'attraction'.
* * * * * *
Our past year has highlighted the Elizabeth Gaskell bi-centenary with Annette Butler's valuable
excursion to the family home in Manchester's Plymouth Grove, which is undergoing restoration. The
national Victorian Society explored Knutsford in the bi-centenary week, the emphasis here being on
the innovative interventions of Richard Harding Watt, whose Gaskell Memorial Tower dominates
Georgian King Street.
* * * * * *
From the November 'Victorian' you will know that Alfred Waterhouse's Royal Liverpool Seamen's
Orphanage, later Newsham Park Hospital, is one of this year's Top Ten Endangered Victorian and
Edwardian Buildings. Steven Corcoran has started a website for the local residents' Project
Newsham Group, which has interesting material on the history of the orphanage:http://projectnewshampark.org/joomla/
* * * * * *
"We have, I hope, reached a frame of mind where to pull down a Scott or a Waterhouse (the
destruction of Eaton Hall in 1961 was one of the worst acts of vandalism) is like burning a Van Gogh
or a Turner…" Thus Simon Heffer in the 'Sunday Telegraph' reviewing Gavin Stamp's "Lost Victorian
Britain" (Aurum Press, £25), a magnificent sequel to last year's "Britain's Lost Cities". Gavin's
selection of Merseyside losses includes Scott's 'Cleveley' in Allerton (demolished 1965),
Cunningham's Sailors' Home (1973), Tiber Street School (c.2000), Birkenhead Woodside Station
(c.1970). A Liverpool venue is still being sought for 'Saving a Century', the impressive exhibition
curated by Gavin, which many saw in Chester last year.
* * * * * *
Liverpool remains very much in the media spotlight. Outstanding were two BBC4 programmes in
September (watch for repeats) on 'People's Palaces - the Golden Age of Civic Architecture' from the
astute Jonathan Foyle, who later in the month was climbing the Liver Building for BBC2. The first
'People's Palaces' programme was centred on Liverpool's Classical tradition and included an
interview with our just-retired national Chairman Colin Cunningham.
Another name to note is the young Owen Hatherley, whose "Guide to the New Ruins of Great Britain"
(Versa, £17.99) has been described by Jonathan Meades "as much a marker for an era as J. B.
Priestley's 'English Journey' and Ian Nairn's 'Outrage' were". His chapter on Liverpool is hypnotic:
"It's a dramatic, great city, and at its centre is the most wholly and thrillingly urban environment in
England outside of London… Its recent history is a massive demonstration of the unnerving fact that
many don't seem to want cities, even one as good as this… [But] my feeling upon entering Liverpool
One was not horror at entering a new dystopia, rather a sense of relief after so much visual
impoverishment along Dingle's Park Road - some planning, some urban coherence, some sense that
I was somewhere special rather than somewhere trying desperately not to be special… Feudalism, it
seems, is able to achieve results where neoliberalism or municipal socialism have failed." Hatherley
blogs on political aesthetics at:- Nastybrutalistandshort.blogspot.com
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* * * * * *
Coincident with Matthew Hyde’s November talk to our group on his Pevsnering (“Cheshire” is due in
2011) was a most enthusiastic review of his “Cumbria” (Yale, £35) from no less than John Martin
Robinson in ‘Country Life’: “This revised edition is full of well-considered and lively opinions, in
contrast to Pevsner’s dry recitation of facts … This is a model guidebook. I could not recommend it
more strongly.” It is becoming fashionable to downgrade Pevsner but I think it’s true that his original
“Cumberland and Westmorland” (like his “West Yorkshire”, also recently revamped) was one of his
weaker volumes.

OBITUARIES
John Hawke-Genn (1923 -2010)
At the beginning of October a number of members attended the memorial service for John HawkeGenn held in his former parish church of St Andrew, West Kirby. John’s Manx friend, Hugh Bredin,
spoke movingly of his devotion to all things Edwardian alongside his love of inter-war poetry: the
service concluded with a reading of W.H. Auden’s ‘Musee des Beaux Arts’.
For many years John shared the family home with his sister Pamela after whose death eight years
ago he never fully recovered, spending time at an Egerton Park nursing home and with a cousin in
the West Country. John had attended the Mostyn House Preparatory School before Shrewsbury
School, where members will recall he helped Nick Roe with interesting reminiscence on our 2002
visit: he had retained links including his friendship with the distinguished novelist Francis King.
After army service in Italy, he worked for the Civil Service before joining Alan Wilson’s University
bookshop. It is as a lover of Victorian architecture and his skill as a cook that John will be
remembered.
(John Vaughan)
Janet Gnosspelius (1926-2010)
Janet died just short of her 84th birthday, and several group members attended her funeral.
She was a long-time member of our Society, as she was of so many organisations, but preferred
expending her considerable, formidable energies on local causes - particularly setting up the
Woolton and Gateacre Societies, the former being her home area for many years. Janet became
one of the earliest female graduates (1940s) of Liverpool's pioneering School of Architecture,
building a reputation in church architecture and restoration, working for a while with the church
architects practice of Francis Xavier Verlade. Her background is fascinating: born into a creative
family (maternally the W.G. Collingwood artistic dynasty including artist/sculptor mother
and originally Swedish engineer/inventor/designer father), she grew up in the Lake District. Arthur
Ransome was a close family friend.
She was a 'character' of strong principles: Janet regularly delivered to city planning office chunks of
masonry labelled with provenance and date, requesting they be replaced. I remember her in action
at the Public Inquiry into the future of the Albert Dock when the barrister of the would-be developer
was demolished by Janet's revelations as to the inadequate status of the company. Eccentric in
appearance - wearing collar-and-tie and tweeds - Janet devoted the latter half of her life to
conservation and local history, and was an inspiration to many campaigners and researchers. Local
Societies newsletters and the websites in her memory eloquently bear witness to this.
(Annette Butler)
We also note with sadness the death of Wallasey member, Miss Hazel Turnbull, a regular at our
recent lectures.
* * *
Newsletter edited by Graham Fisher
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